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The new complete edition of a timeless classic that includes the never-before-published Part Four

and Last Words by Richard Bach.This is the story for people who follow their hearts and make their

own rulesâ€¦people who get special pleasure out of doing something well, even if only for

themselvesâ€¦people who know thereâ€™s more to this living than meets the eye: theyâ€™ll be right

there with Jonathan, flying higher and faster than they ever dreamed.A pioneering work that wed

graphics with words, Jonathan Livingston Seagull now enjoys a whole new life.
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''Flight is indeed the metaphor that makes the story soar. Ultimately this is a fable about the

importance of seeking a higher purpose in life, even if your flock, tribe, or neighborhood finds your

ambition threatening. By not compromising his higher vision, Jonathan gets the ultimate payoff:

transcendence. Ultimately, he learns the meaning of love and kindnessâ€¦This is a spirituality classic

and an especially engaging parable for adolescents.'' --.com, editorial review''This book is a new

and valuable citizen in that very wondrous world ruled by St.-ExupÃ©ry's Little Prince. I suspect all

of us who visit the worlds of Jonathan Seagull will never want to return.'' --Ernest K. Gann, New

York Times bestselling author''Richard Bach with this book does two things. He gives me flight. He

makes me young. For both I am deeply grateful.'' --Ray Bradbury, New York Times bestselling

author''It is easy now, [more than] thirty-five years on, to overlook the originality of the book's



concept, and though some find it rather naive, in fact it expresses timeless ideas about human

potential.'' --Tom Butler-Bowdon, author of 50 Spiritual Classics --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Richard Bach,Â a former USAF pilot, gypsy barnstormer, and airplane mechanic,Â is the author of

fifteen books. This, his fourth book, spent two years on the New York Times bestseller list and has

continued to inspire millions for decades. His website is RichardBach.com.Russell Munson began

photographing airplanes as a young boy in Denver, Colorado. Photography and flying have been his

passions ever since. He is the author and photographer of the book Skyward: Why Fliers Fly and

authored and produced the DVD Flying Route 66. He photographs from his Piper Super Cub. His

website is RussellMunson.com.

This is a version that includes a lot of material edited out of the original. I don't think this adds a

single thing to the story, which was perfect as previously told in the original edition. The added

material is largely redundant and superfluous. The added material also adds a lot of needless

religious links that subtract from the universality of the knowledge conveyed in the original edition.

This book was one of the best stories of the decade. This new edition hacks it up and tries to beat

the religion and anti-religion drum. Save yourself a lot of disappointment and aggravation - just read

the original. This one needs the good editing it got when it was first published.

I read this book when I was a college student as an assignment. Back then I was a young college

girl whose last worry was my spiritual level so I read the book not fully understanding the real

message. 15 years ,two graduate programs, and a child later, I made time to look into my spirituality

and for my purpose in this life. I read The Power of Now, The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success,

Seven Mind Sets, syncrodestiny and the Bible for guidance. My soul was still looking for more so

like the oceans find the beach I came across this title on my FB feed which brought back memories

from my personal hero, Liliana Zegarra, the English teacher who gave me the assignment to read it.

I read it again and this time every line was felt by my spirit rather than my mind. I realized that we all

have the power to unleash our true self. The soul that only knows love and lives to serve. What a

gift I was given by my teacher!

The timely manner of this book arriving was great! It was also, exactly as it was described. It is

used, so sometimes you wonder, but, I think they were being modest in their description, because



again, it was great condition! Great price and FYI -- great book!

Richard Bach has always been a fave of mine. I first read this book when I was in middle school and

re-purchased it for a present. Nice story of following your heart and finding what you are destined to

do.

Wake up and see the truth. We are the creators of our lives, our experiences via our thoughts and

where we place our attention. We blind ourselves by placing others on pedestals, saying they are

better than we are. We are each magnificent in our own way. Jonathan teaches us that all we need

do is to aspire ti be the best we can be, to know that we all have the right, the gift of personal power

-- and to never give up. Do not let anyone squash your dreams! KEEP FLYING AND YOU WILL

FIND THE TRUTH: YOU ARE A POWERFUL BEING! OWN IT!

Jonathan Livingston Seagull was one of the first books I read that started me on a path of searching

for more understanding of my life...and it was an amazingly simple story to tell. One line in the book

has stayed with me throughout my life. "Begin with the idea you have already arrived.It's a simple

yet powerful book I'd highly recommend to others.Will Hamilton

Jonathan Livingston Seagull is a thought provoking read. At first, it was difficult to draw parallels

between myself as a human and a seagull. However, as the book progresses, the messages

become clearer and clearer. Don't be afraid to break free from the herd and be your own bird!

"Jonathan Livingston Seagull" by Richard Bach.I finished reading this book last night. I have read

many books but none like this one. This is a Great book!Highly recommended if:- You feel you have

reached a ceiling or barrier in your personal life.- You are wishing to make some needed changes in

your life.- You are wanting to follow your gut instinct but are too afraid.- You feel that there is

something more to life than what you are being told.Read the book. You'll thank me. I promise!
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